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1. Introduction

Given a function T mapping a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector
space <D into 4> and a point </>0 of $ , convergence of the elementary filter associated
with the sequence of iterates determined by T and <f>0 is investigated. Sufficient
conditions that the limit <?, if it exists, be a fixed point of T are given and in
the case $ is the space of real valued functions of a real variable differentiability
of the limit function <j> is investigated.

It should be noted that it is not assumed that T is continuous and/or linear.

2. Notations, Conventions, and Preliminaires

For each xeE, a nonempty set, let (2,,£x) be a topological vector space
and denote by (<&,<!;) the topological vector space UXEE EX equipped with the
product topology. Then (<J>, £) is a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector
space (l.c.t.v.s.) if and only if (Ex,fJ is a Hausdorff l.c.t.v.s. for each xeE.

The dual of <t> equipped with a topology p will be denoted by <fr'p and it
is assumed throughout that p is compatible with the duality between O and O'.

The filter base of p-open neighborhoods of a point </>' of <5' will be denoted
by N„(</>') and in particular iVp(0') denotes the filter base of p-open neighbor-
hoods of the identity element of 4>'. The associated filter of neighborhoods will
be denoted by &N„(<!>').

If T is any function mapping O into O and <p0 is any element of O, the fol-
lowing sequence of iterates can be formed

0o, T(f>0, T
24>0,---, T"(j)0,---,

and will be denoted by {<£0}r- ^"0o is defined as follows: T°<t>0 = <j>0,
T"<j)0 = T(T"~l<j)0) for n = 1,2, •••. Finally, J*"{<£0}r will denote the elementary
filter associated with the sequence {(J>0}T-

For convenience, the definition of convergence on a filter is given in terms
of uniform spaces.
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DEFINTION 2.1. [1 ; 287] Let Y be a uniform space, !F a filter of subsets
of Y, and'S a filter of subsets of XY, where X denotes either $ or the real numbers
R#, regarded as uniform spaces. & converges tof0 on &, denoted 'S - » / 0 on !F,
if for every member of U of the uniformity on X there is a D in 'S such that for
each / in D there is an Ff in J5" with the property that (f(s),fo(s)) is in U for all
s in Ff.

Since X r is also a uniform space, the roles of Y and Xr may be interchanged
and the convergence of J5" to s0 on ^ is defined in an exactly analogous manner.

In particular, for a sequence {(/>„} s O and the filter base No(0') in $ ' ,
Np(<j)') -> </>'o on {</>„} means: /or eyery e > 0 t/iere is a D in iVp(</>') SMC/I f/iat
for each ^ ' in D there is a number N > 0 wif/i r/ie property that | <^>n,i//'> —
<<^o,^>| <efor all n^ N.

Similarly, {<£„} -»• 0O on iVp(̂ >') means: /or ererj' e > 0 there is a number
JV > 0 such that for each n ^ N there is a DeNp((f)') with the property that
|(U'>-<^f)|<E/^ all feD.

Two topologies are of particular interest: p = a($',$) and if O is semi-
reflexive, p = jS($',O), the so called norm-topology.

3. Principal Results

Given a function T, a point <j>0 of <&, and a topology p for $ ' , the results
obtained below center on the relationship between the two filters &r{(j>0}T and

LEMMA 3.1. Let & be any filter of subsets o /O and let <§ = &Np(0'). If

3F -* $ on & then ^ is p-continuous.

PROOF. See [2] Theorem 2.

The fundamental relationship between the two filters @NP(Q') and
is given by the theorem which follows.

THEOREM 3.2. 7 / 3 , is Hausdorfffor each xeE, and
i) - ^{^OIT is G{<b,<b')-Cauchy,
ii) p is any topology compatible with the duality between $ and
iii) SWp(0')->0' on ^ { < M r ,

fnen there is an element <j> of <£>" for which ^{<j>0}T -> $ on

PROOF. Since ^"{0o}r is c(<I>,O')-Cauchy, ^{4>O}T determines an element
of O'* for which #"{<^0}r ~* ^ weakly.

Let F be any member of ^{<PO}T-

Since <D' is HausdorfT, ^Np(0') -> 0' and so

for every f e f , indeed, convergence holds for all ij/e$>'* 2
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If De&Np(d') and since JF{0o}r is ff(4>,0>')-Cauchy, then < ^ { < £ 0 W >
-*• <<?>,\j/'y for every xj/'eD.

By the duality theorem of Brace [1; 292], &{<f>0}T -> $ on ^/Vp(0'). By
the lemma,

The third hypothesis of the above theorem may be replaced by the following
equivalent expression which is given in terms of the iterates of T:

iii') For every e>0 there is a p-neighborhood D of 9' e O ' such that for

each <j>' eD there exists an N — N(<j)') > 0 for which | (Tk<j>0,<t>'y\ < e whenever

The following example shows that the weak limit of &{<f>0}T need not be
a fixed point of T.

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let <£ = <D' = L2[0,2TT]. Define the continuous nonlinear
function T on a subset of <f> as follows:

T(f>(x) = (j)(x)cosx + [1 -(f>2(x)} 1 /2 sinx

whenever sup^^o^^l </>(x)| ^ 1.
The function T has the unique fixed point <j)(x) — cos (x/2) and on the other

hand #~{0}r converges weakly to zero.

Note too that ^{</>0}r need not be <r(<D,O')-Cauchy for every choice of <p0;
for example, this is the case for ^{1}T.

With additional hypotheses, sufficient conditions for the weak limit $> of
•̂ {<£o}r to be a fixed point of T are given below.

Let C denote the space of continuous mappings of <& into <J>.

THEOREM 3.4. / / axis Hausdorfffor each xeE and

i) there exists (f>oe<& for which ^{4>O}T *S (r(Q>,®')-Cauchy (and so deter-
mines an element $ of <&'*),

ii) there exists a filter 3~ of subsets of C for which:
a) .T-> T
b) 3~(\\i) -> T^ for all \// in at least one F in ^{4>0}T> and

c) K{&) -> K$for all K in at least one De$~, where & = &{<$>Q}T,

iii) &{4>0}T -> $,

then

i) & -»• T on & if and only if 3F -^ $ on f, and

ii) T $ = $.

PROOF, (i) follows by direct application of the duality theorem of Brace
[1 ; 292].

The duality theorem also insures that
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lim lim D(F) = lim lim D(F).

However, the left hand side is equal to $ and the right hand side is equal to T $ .

Turning now to the special case E — Ex = R#, it is of interest to give con-
ditions insuring that the weak limit $> of ^{^>0}r be r-times continuously dif-
ferentiable at a point x0 of E (respectively, on all of E), briefly $ e C(.x0) (res-
pectively, Cr(£)).

To this end, let {/„} be a sequence of elements of (j) satisfying
i) / „ e C(x0) for each n = 1,2, •••,
ii) {/„} converges pointwise to f(x) on some neighborhood of x0.

Define ql^(x) and qw(x) as follows:

nMM _ / [ / n ( ) / , , ( o ) ; ] / ( o ) # x0
Hn x) \

a n d

[{f'-'Kx) -/(l"1)(x0)]/(x-x0) x * x0

lim/n
(s)(x0) when it exists x = x0

w h e r e 1 ^ s ^ r a n d n — 1 ,2 , • • • .

LEMMA 3.5. Given a sequence {fn(x)} satisfying (<) and (ii) above, the
following are equivalent:

i)f(s\x0) exists and l imB^/n
( s ) (x0) = / ( s ) ( x 0 ) ,

ii) the sequence {/n
(s)(x0)} of constant functions converges to qls}(x) on

&N(x0), the filter generated by the neighborhoods ofx0,
iii) {ql

n
s\x)} -> qls\x) on &N(x0) for every s, I ^ s ^r.

PROOF. The case s = 1 is Theorem 1.2 in [3].
For s such that 1 <s ^ r , apply Theorem 1.2 [3] to the sequence

{/( s"1 )(x0)}.

THEOREM 3.6. If for some xoeE
i) T(C'(x0)) £ C'(x0),
ii) ^{4>o}T converges pointwise to $ on some neighborhood ofx0,
iii) (j)oeCr(xo),
iv) {(T>0) ( r ) (*o)| n = 1 ,2 , -} converges on 9N{x0), then J e C ( x 0 ) .

PROOF. If 4>0 e C(x0), the above hynotheses insure that the sequence {Tntj>0}
satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma.

COROLLARY 3.7. If the above hypotheses are satisfied at each xeE, then
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It should be remarked that while the above hypotheses are sufficient to in-
sure </> e Cr(£) and the existence of the pointwise limit $ the conditions are also
necessary by virtue of the three equivalent statements of the lemma.

4. Applications

If 0> is semireflexive,

THEOREM 4.1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied for the choice
p = P(Q>',$>), then $e%.

PROOF. The conditions of Theorem 3.2 imply that <j& is p-continuous [3; 2]

LEMMA 4.2. IfEx is Hausdrofffor each xeE, and
i) 0 is semireflexive,
ii) ^{4>O}T ' S a bounded o~(<$>,Q>')-Cauchy filter, then there exists an ele-

ment $ o/<S'* such that

i) ^{4>O]T -+$ on SWff(0')> and

ii) &Na(9')^9' on

PROOF. The assumption that <5 is semireflexive is equivalent to the statement:
every bounded (r($,<5')-Cauchy filter in O converges to a point of <£'* on
^Na(9'), by virtue of Theorem 5 [2; 240]. In particular therefore, the second
hypothesis insures that this is the case for ^ { ^ o j r a n d hence the first conclusion

Finally since <D' is Hausdorff, $Na{6') -> 9' and thus in particular &Na(G') -> 9'
on

THEOREM 4.3. If p = <r(<t',O), the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma
4.2 are satisfied, then <̂ >e<J>.
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